
29Aug16 - And now a solid demonstration of intent and fidelity...

Dear Bob,

Good to speak with you.  It is very impressive to hear that your new chief of police is so responsive and 
sensitive to the local issues in Stanton.  As we discussed, here is an opportunity to provide him an 
opportunity to demonstrate just how serious he is in his new assignment.

As we briefly discussed, the 14th Amendment is a very serious piece of fraudulent legislation.  The fact 
that the entire legislative body politic in Georgia, the assembly, the senate and the governor signed this 
declaration and delivered it to the Congress in 1957, memorializing the declaration that the 14 and 15th 
Amendments were null and void.

See a certified copy at the link below. 
MEMORIAL TO CONGRESS — FOURTEENTH AND FIFTEENTH AMENDMENTS TO U.S. 
CONSTITUTION BE DECLARED VOID

Now add to that there were also 10 additional states that joined Georgia in this monumental verification 
of Congressional fraud.

Also, based upon the “full faith and credit clause,” of the Constitution “FOR,” the united States of 
America, all of the states were required to recognize this fraud on the people.

And…as you may recall…in the case of the Hawaiian verification of the obama birth certificate, it was 
the same full faith and credit clause which forced all states to accept the “legitimacy,” of the “forged," 
document.

Now additionally, being impressed with the amount of credible verification I approached our state 
assemblymen Travis Allen.  After all, who better than to take on such a responsible mission that our 
fairly new public servant.  Especially all of the rave reviews of recognition as a real true American… 

As an American, it is you who are responsible. Can you deny your obligation?

Public Notice of the crime of fraud reported to public officer Travis Allen

The Travis Allen Affair – District 72 – California

Well the rest is very sadly disappointing…the evidence convinces me…Mr. Allen committed treason 
against the people of California and in general, America as well.  But then even just as bad if not 
worse, the Controller of the state also ignored the call for justice…

John Chiang, Controller, California – Safeguard the Public Trust. Your Oath demands it!

Well Bob,  I don’t know about you but that sure coached it for me…The story regarding the State of 
California being a franchise to the fraudulent corporation misrepresenting the government of the 
American people sure seems to be true.

Recall the impostors…Recall Brown the franchise manager.

ROD CLASS – exposes the crimes of the state franchise agencies – Courts desperate to supress the 
evidence of their criminal abuse.

Attention Jerry Brown, Franchise Manager: For what purpose does California merit a separate military 
dictator?

Franchise State Governments Exposed – part 1

Jerry Brown, Franchise Manager – Criminally Impersonating Governor of Lawful State—California?

San Jose: A Franchise Branch of the U. S. Corp Franchise…”State of California?”

End the Franchise Control of California—Strike Down Every Sitting Judge! Impostors? Impersonators?

Judicial Corruption – SBX-211 Cover-up by California Government update

To solve the problem…The people must hold county-wide elections for starters.  Elect their own 
LAWFUL legitimate public officers to fill the unoccupied lawful seats of government vacant since the 
1860’s. 

by default—A lawfully elected government replaces a de 
facto impostor!

28Aug16 – A Stark Look At the Reality that has been 
Hidden for over 150 years

Perhaps a solution by which the people may restore a 
lawful government should they so desire.
From DE FACTO to de jure – the process for which you have been looking…

 

arnie, just one of the people.
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056

On Aug 29, 2016, at 4:18 PM, Robert Green <bojud@msn.com> wrote:

Arnie, You send me comments about what you believe needs to be done. I don't disagree with you 
about being focused. My target right now is to wake people up, especially those who seem to be 
Hillary-bound. Either ignorance or being a part of the problem, expecting to gain something from this 
that may or  may not be the outcome. 
 
I was just reminded of the comment Obama made a couple of years ago about we the people being 
too small minded; that the government needs to take care of us. I think we all know where he and his 
heir-apparent, should she be elected, can go with that comment. It's about time we stop being critical of 
those of us around by choosing to negate our views. We either take back our control of our nation and 
State or die trying.  If you haven't figured it out yet, we are in a war, much like those fought or are 
fighting in other countries. Socialism is the end game. I don't intend to stop my way of waking people 
up, regardless of their lack of true knowledge and intentions. to both Milt and Arnie; If this is not 
satifactory to you, then stop sending these comments to me.. Like the fighters of the 1700's who fought 
to start this nation, We are in a similar fight, but to keep it or die. It's up to us to do what is right for US 
and the U.S.!  It may come to the point that we have to fight for what we believe in, in a manner not 
unlike them. We are either Americans true, or we are not. Those that believe the lies will soon find the 
truth; but, by then it will be too late for them. 
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Arnie Rosner
To: Milt Farrow
Cc: Steven Pattison ; Billy Bowlegs ; Charles Stewart ; David Schied ; David Lonier ; Carl C.Swensson 
; Debra Bryant ; HI&RH Prince William-Bullock III: Stewart ; Joseph Cronin ; Randy Due ; Bob Holcomb 
; Suzanne C. Short ; P McMillan ; Robert 2 Green
Sent: Friday, August 19, 2016 7:05 AM
Subject: Re: [Scanned Retina - A Resource for the People!] Please moderate: "Department of Justice 
(criminal impersonators pretending to act as lawful public servants)"

arnie, just one of the people.
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056

Provided as a public service…courtesy of the scannedretina

A resource for the people.
For the adults in the room.
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